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Abstract

With the creation of nitrogen (NV) in 1b diamond it is common tofind that the absorption and

emission is predominantly of negatively chargedNVcentres. This occurs because electrons tunnel

from the substitutional nitrogen atoms toNV to formNV−–N+ pairs. There can be a small percentage

of neutral chargeNV0 centres and a linear increase of this percentage can be obtainedwith optical

intensity. Subsequent to excitation it is found that the linewidth of theNV− zero-phonon has been

altered. The alteration arises from a change of the distribution ofN+ ions and amodification of the

average electricfield at theNV− sites. The consequence is a change to the Stark shifts and splittings

giving the change of the zero-phonon line (ZPL)width. Exciting theNV− centres enhances the density

of closeN+ ions and there is a broadening of the ZPL. Alternatively exciting and ionizingN0 in the

lattice results inmore distant distribution ofN+ ions and a narrowing of the ZPL. The competition

betweenNV− andN0 excitation results in a significant dependence on excitationwavelength and there

is also a dependence on the concentration of theNV− andN0 in the samples. The present investigation

involves extensive use of low temperature optical spectroscopy tomonitor changes to the absorption

and emission spectra particularly thewidths of the ZPL. The studies lead to a good understanding of

the properties of theNV−–N+ pairs in diamond. There is a critical dependence on pair separation.

When theNV−–N+ pair separation is large the properties are as for single sites and a high degree of

optically induced spin polarization is attainable.When the separation decreases the emission is

reduced, the lifetime shortened and the spin polarization downgraded.With separations of<12A0

there is even no emission. The deterioration occurs as a consequence of electron tunneling in the

excited state fromNV– toN+ and an optical cycle that involvesNV0. The number of pairs with the

smaller separations and poorer properties will increase with the number of nitrogen impurities and it

follows that the degree of spin polarization that can be achieved for an ensemble ofNV− in 1b

diamondwill be determined and limited by the concentration of single substitutional nitrogen. The

informationwill be invaluable for obtaining optimal conditions when ensembles ofNV− are required.

Aswell as extensivemeasurements of theNV− optical ZPL observations of Stark effects associated

with the infrared line at 1042 nmand the optically detectedmagnetic resonance at 2.87 GHz are also

reported.

1. Introduction

Avacancy adjacent to a substitutional nitrogen (NV) in diamond can be detected at the single site level. The

negatively charged centreNV− has a spin (S=1) ground state that can be optically pumped into one spin

projectionwith near 100% efficiency and the spin projection read optically, all under ambient conditions. These

capabilities have lead to a phenomenal array of singleNV− applications in life sciences,magnetic sensing,

quantum information processing and nano-detection. (see reviews: [1–4]). There are also applications that

utilize ensembles ofNV− centres. These includes detection ofmagnetic fields with the possibility over wide areas

[5–8] and often formaterials with biological [9, 10] or geological interest [11, 12]. In the case of these latter
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ensemble applications it is desirable that theNV− centresmaintain the properties of the single centres. However

when ensembles are used the novel properties are degraded but towhat extent has not been quantified or

explained. The aimof this paper is to investigate the optical properties of nitrogen vacancy centres in diamond

and focus on how and towhat extent the properties ofNV− centres are corrupted andwhat limits their

properties.

The negative charge state requires an electron froma donor in the diamond lattice, usually from a

substitutional nitrogen and in this case forms anNV−–N+ pair. The donor is essential but if well separated from

theNV− it has little influence on the properties of theNV− centre and this is the preferred situation for using a

singleNV− centre for applications.WithNV− in 1b diamond there is a density of substitutional nitrogen atoms

and for a givenNV centre any one of the substitutional nitrogen atoms can provide the electron to form the

NV−–N+ pair. In this work it is shown that the properties of theNV−–N+ pair centre varywith separation of the

pair and it is the average properties that are observed,measured and utilized in any application. Optical

excitation that is used to initialize andmeasure the centre can also change theNV−–N+ separation and in the

processmodify the properties. The focus of this paper is to explain how this occurs and give details of the

dependence on nitrogen concentration and excitationwavelength. The investigation relies on low temperature

optical spectroscopy and an overview of optical characteristics and spectra of theNV system is included byway

of an introduction.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Samples

In 1b diamondnitrogen atoms substitute for carbon atoms at lattice sites. Such single substitutional nitrogen can

act as an electron donor and the donor enables the creation of the negatively chargedNV centre that is of primary

interest in this study. 1b is the normal diamond type for synthetic diamondwhen prepared using high

temperature and high pressure and nitrogen concentrations are frequently reported to be of order of 100ʼs parts

permillion (ppm). Such crystals are available commercially, for example, fromElement-6 or Sumitomo. This

study focuses on three such samples available fromprevious studies [13]. From the strength of the infrared

absorption at 1130 cm−1 [14] the three samples were found to have 212, 115 and 40 ppm single-substitutional

nitrogen impurities (figure 1). A fourth samplewas also investigated but was not strictly 1b diamond as it

contained 192 ppmnitrogen incorporated as nitrogen pairs (A-centre) in addition to some substitutional

nitrogen (1a diamonds has A-centres only). Fromobservation of variation in color it is obvious that the samples

exhibit significant inhomogeneities and the nitrogen concentrations are only accurate to 20%.All samples have

cross section of a fewmm’s and are slightlymore thanmm thick. Specific details as well as information of other

samples are given later.

Figure 1. Far infrared absorption of three samples with substitutional nitrogen. The absorption strength at 1130 cm−1 indicates the
concentration of nitrogen: 250 parts permillion (ppm) give an absorbance of 1 for a 1 mm thick sample. The fourth sample given by
the thin black line has 192 ppmnitrogenA-centres with line at 1285 cm−1 [14] as well as substitutional nitrogen. Traces are
normalized to the intrinsic two-photon diamond absorption as given in [67].
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The nitrogen-vacancy centre in diamond is formedwith irradiation that create vacancies (here 2 MeV

electrons at 1× 1017 to 1× 1018 cm−2using procedures similar to that in reference [15]) followed by annealing.

The annealing at temperatures>700 °Ccause the vacancies to becomemobile and be trapped at nitrogen sites to

form the nitrogen-vacancy pairs. Each pair is aligned along a á ñ111 direction to give a centre with trigonal

symmetry (C V3 ). The centre can occur in the neutral charge stateNV0, negative charge stateNV− or positive

charge stateNV+
[16]. The positive charge state is not optically active and is unlikely to occur in 1b diamond

with the density of donors. The neutral NV0 and negativeNV− charge state centres have prominent optical

transitionswith zero-phonon lines (ZPL) at 575 nm (2.156 eV, 17389 cm−1) and at 637 nm (1.945 eV, 15687

cm−1), respectively. The concentration ofNV centres can be determined from the strength of the low

temperature absorption of the ZPL [17] and in the case ofNV− the concentrations for the samples studied are

0.5 ppm, 0.8 ppm and 0.2 ppm (each±20%) for the samples with 212 ppm, 115 ppmand 40 ppmnitrogen,

respectively. The initial part of the study focuses on the samplewith 115 ppmnitrogen (and 0.8 ppmNV−). This

is followed by the study of two other samples, onewith the higher nitrogen concentration of 212 ppmnitrogen

(and 0.5 ppmNV−) and onewith lower nitrogen concentration of 40 ppm (and 0.2 ppmNV−).

2.2. Equipment

The experiments involved low temperature optical spectroscopywith the samples within a cryostat at

temperatures between 300 and 4 K. The absorption and emission spectrawere analyzed using a 1/3meter

monochromator with a possible resolution of 0.12 nm. In the visible the detection involved aGaAs-

photomultiplier with response from400 to 900 nmand in the infra-red by a liquid-N2 cooledGe detector with

response from800 to 2000 nm. Emission is in arbitrary units given by the output of the detector not corrected

(with one exception) for spectral response. Absorption response was obtained from themeasurement of

transmission of white light from a current-stabilized tungsten light source. The lasers available were a 5Watt

Ar+ ion laser withwavelengths 514, 501, 496, 488, 476 and 458 nm, two tunable dye lasers withwavelengths

fixed or sweptwithin the range 670–570 nmand intensities from10 to 500 mWdepending onwavelength, and

fixed frequency lasers at 532 nm (to 5W) and 445 nm (to 400mW).

The sample inhomogeneities give rise to inconsistencies when focusing to small spot sizes and so no focusing

was used and excitationwas over a 2 mmdiameter spot. It follows that it is convenient to give intensities over

mm2. For example a 3 mWbeamhas an energy density of order of 1 mWmm−2. It is found that laser excitation

canmodify the properties of the diamond samples but at thewavelengths generally used of 532 or 620 nm this

does not occur for intensities<1 mWmm−2 and such intensities are termed ‘low intensity’. These intensities are

usedwhen samplemodifications are to be avoided.Higher intensities are used in other cases andwill be given in

mWmm−2. Population occurs in the excited andmetastable states but intensities are never sufficiently for these

populations to be significant fraction of total population and<1%.

3. Properties ofNV centres

3.1. Electronic structure

TheNV− andNV0 centres have been studied extensively and the electronic structures are well established [1]. To

assist discussion simplified schematics of the structures are given infigure 2.

3.2. NV 0 centre

The neutral centre, NV0has the ZPL at 575 nmand the optical transition has been shown to be between a 2E

ground state and 2A2 excited state [18]. An electron spin resonance signal has also been detected and attributed to

an intermediate 4A2 state [19].Modeling of the vacancy centres in diamond is described bymolecular orbitals

formed from the dangling bonds of the carbon atoms associatedwith the vacancy in addition to orbits of any

adjacent impurities. In the case of the nitrogen-vacancy there is a non-degenerate a1orbit in the valence band

that is generally ignored. In the gap between valence and conduction bands there is a non-degenerate a1 and a

degenerate e state (of A1 and E symmetry, respectively in C V3 ) and it is the occupation of these one-electron

states that give the electronic levels. ForNV0 there are three (neglecting the one in the valence band) electrons

giving the 2E(a 1

2e) ground state, the 2A2(a1e
2
) excited state and the intermediate 4A2(a1e

2
) state. The optical

transition has aHuang–Rys factor of S=3.3 [20] giving only 3.7% (e− S=0.037) of the oscillator strength in

the ZPL andmost of strength in the vibronic band. The 2E–2A2 absorption stretches from575 to 400 nmand

emission from575 to 700 nmas shown infigure 3.

3.3. NV- centre

In the case of the negatively chargedNV− centre the transition at 637 nm involves a transition between an orbital

A2 ground state and excited E orbital doublet [21]. Both states involve four electrons and are spin triplets,
3A2(a1

2e2)
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and 3E(a1e
3
) as shown infigure 2. The optical transitions involve transitions between like-spins and the three spin

projections forms=0,ms=+1 andms=−1have equal strength.The transitionhas aHuang–Rys factorof

S=3.65 [21]which implies theZPL involves only 2.6% (e− S=0.026 )of the overall transition strength andmost

of the signal is associatedwith the accompanying vibrational sidebands. Thebands in absorption and emission are

shown infigures 4 and 5, respectfully.As shown in the electronic structure infigure 2 there is inter-systemcrossing

Figure 2.The electronic structures of NV centres. Solid arrows indicate transitions between electronic states and the transitions can be
accompanied by vibrations. Dashed arrows indicate non-radiative decay, possible tunneling and inter-system crossing. Values given
for the inter-system crossing ofNV− are normalized to the radiative value of 1/13 ns and approximate values are used tomake
discussion easier to follow. Readers are referred to [1, 68, 69] formore formal treatment of energy scheme and to [70–72] for inter-
system crossing values.

Figure 3.Temperature variation ofNV0 emission associatedwith 2A2–
2E transition. The sample has 115 ppmnitrogen and

≈0.001 ppmNV0
(plus 0.8 ppmNV−). Excitation is at 445 nmwith excitation intensity of 100 mW (=30 mW mm−2). The spectra

show a very small contribution fromNV−with zero-phonon line at 637 nmprobably arising from absorption from theNV0 emission.
The absorption feature at 725 nm is due to an alternative defect [20].
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from the excited 3E state to singlets anddecaywithin the singlets result inweak 1A1–
1E infra-red emission [22] as

shown infigure 6.

3.4. Emission ofNV 0 andNV- samples

1b diamonds generally containNV in both neutral and negative charge states and consequently samples exhibit

emission ofNV0 andNV−. Themagnitude of the emission bands is dependent on excitationwavelength and

largely for interest an example is given infigure 7 for awide range of laser wavelengths. The excitation intensities

adopted aremodest and do notmodify the concentrations ofNV− andNV0 in the sample. The relative emission

intensities ofNV0 andNV− in the traces are due to variation of theNV0 andNV− absorptionwith excitation

Figure 4.The 3A2–
3E absorption ofNV− for various temperatures between 275 and 5K for a 1.63 mm thick samplewith anNV−

concentration of 0.8 ppm andN0 concentration of 115 ppm. Absorption is obtained from the transmission of light from a tungsten
light source. The dashed line is the variation of absorption of singly-substitutional nitrogen obtained from a separate samplewith
equivalent nitrogen concentration. The impurities that give the features at 595 and 494 nm commonly occur in irradiatedHPHT
diamonds but not associatedwithNV− [20].

Figure 5.Emission of the 3A2–
3E transition of theNV− from room temperature to 5K for the sample as infigure 4. The sample has

0.8 ppmNV− and 115 ppmN0. Excitation is 10 mW (=3 mW mm−2) at 532 nm.At lower temperatures the relative strength of the
zero-phonon compared to the sideband is incorrect as there is near total absorption at the peak of the zero-phonon line and a fraction
of the emission is absorbed.
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wavelength. By exciting in the red>600 nm the emission can be restricted toNV− and in the blue<450 nm

largely restricted toNV0 and this is the approach used to give the individual emission spectra infigures 3 and 5.

3.5. Infrared andnon-radiative decay

With excitation in the visible theNV− centre is excited from the 3A2 ground state to the
3E excited state. Part of

the decay from 3E gives the visible emission and part of the decay is via the singlets. The decay path via the singlets

Figure 6.Emission of the 1A1–
1E transition as function of temperature. Sample and laser excitation are as for figure 5 butwith

excitation increased to 100 mW (=30 mW mm−2) to improve signal to noise. The slope is the extreme longwavelength limit of the
visible emission shown infigure 5. The numbers to the left of the ZPL give the off-scale peak intensities. The spikes in the traces are due
inadequate screening of cosmic gamma rays. The infra-red emission is weak compared to the visible emission and responses corrected
for instrument response are given later infigure 8. The vibrational sideband has features shifted from the zero-phonon line at 1042 nm
(9597 cm−1): a peak at 322 cm−1, a weak feature at 532 cm−1 and drop-off at 725 cm−1. The first peak shifts to lower energy separation
with increasing temperature and at room temperature is at 266 cm−1 and at 375K is very broad and at 242 cm−1. The band also loses
intensity with increasing temperature.

Figure 7.Emission of a sample (40 ppmnitrogen, 0.2 ppmNV) at 10K that contain bothNV− andNV0 shown for various excitation
at wavelengths. The excitationwavelengths aremarked by letter L. The emission is only fromNV−when the excitation is in the red
>575 nmprogressing to predominantly fromNV0 for excitation in the blue. There is near equal excitation at 514 nmand for this
excitation the strengths of the zero-phonon lines indicate the relative concentrations of the twoNV charge states. The noise on the
637 nm trace is due to instability fromhole burningwhen exciting resonantly within the ZPL. The dashed trace indicates the
wavelength dependence of absorption (arbitrary scale) of single-subsitutional nitrogen,N0.
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including the infrared emission gives rise to spin polarization. There is considerable variation in the strength of

the infrared emission between samples and this indicates that the spin polarization is not constant. Accounting

for the variation in spin polarization is one of the aims of this work.

The inter-system crossing from the 3E to the upper singlet level 1A1 is small for thems=0 spin state and

large forms=±1 (values of 0.1 and 1, respectively, are adopted infigure 2).With these inter-system crossing

rates optical cycling causes population to be transfered to thems=0 spin state and as decay from this state is

almost entirely radiative the visible emission is high (and infrared emission low). Amagnetic field can be used to

quench the spin polarization and reduce this visible emission. For example, afield along á ñ001 makes an equal

angle with the axis of all four orientations of theNV centre andwhen the field is high the eigenstates have equal

contribution ofms=0 and evenwhen optically excited 33.3%population in the three spin states for each of the

fourNV− orientations. The quenching of spin polarization that can be obtainedwith such a highmagnetic field

is complete and greater than can be obtainedwith ground statemicrowaves as both ground and excited states are

effected. The emission is decreasedwith the application of themagnetic field and the percentage drop is termed

as the optical contrastC. Such ameasurement for a single centre has obtained contrast of orderC=40%.As

there is little inter system crossing from thems=0 statewhen the spin polarization is high and very little of the
3Epopulation decays via the singlets (1% for values used infigure 2). Consequently any emission associatedwith

the 1A1–
1E transition in the case of polarized single sites will beweak and infrared emission for single sites has

not been detected.

Contrary to the single-site situation, withNV− ensembles the 1A1–
1E infrared emission is readily detectable

[22, 23]. The infrared emission can be further increased by applying amagnetic field to quench the spin

polarization. Part of the population from 3E is transfered fromdecaying via the triplets giving the visible

emission to decaying via the singlets that includes the infrared emission. The situation is illustrated in

figures 8(a), (b)where the signals have been corrected for system response and the changes of the emission

introduced by themagnetic field are shown as a negative signal in black. The fraction lost in the visible decay has

to be gained by the singlet decay. (There is negligible change toNV0 emission.) It can be seen that the gain of

infrared emission is 10−3 of that lost to the visible emission. It is concluded that the infrared decay is largely (by

the factor of 103)non-radiative. The presence of non-radiative decaywas knowpreviously [22] but the

determination of the fraction is new. Themeasurements infigure 8(a) also indicate that for this sample,≈23%of

decay from the excited 3E state is via the singlets. This fraction is large compared to the 1%predicted above for

single centres.

The increase in the percentage decay via the singlets from the nominal 1% to≈23% is due to vastly different

spin polarization. The difference in the degree of spin-polarization between ensembles and single-sites has been

recognized previously. For single centres, population in thems=0 state has been reported to be in themid to

high 90% [24–27]whereasmuch lower values are reported for ensembles. Harrison et al [28] hasmeasured a

value of 78%. Felton et al [29] have suggested lower polarization andDrake et al [30] has given values as low as

Figure 8. (a)The low temperature visible and infrared emission corrected for spectral response and shownwith andwithout a 500
gaussmagnetic field applied. Excitation intensity is 100 mW (=30mw mm−2) at 532 nm.With amagnetic field of 500 gauss the
quenching of the spin polarization is to a value of 4%of that in the absence offield [71, 73]. Thefield decreases the visible emission and
the difference is shown as a negative response. (b)Thefield increases the infrared but for clarity the change is also shown as a negative
response. The relative areas of the change in signal strength between visible and infrared is 103.
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36% for ensembles. The intention inwhat follows is to identify the process that could account for such

significant reduction and for the variation of spin polarization.

4. Tunneling

4.1. NV 0–> «N0 NV-–> +N tunneling

The 1b diamonds will have a random distribution of single substitutional nitrogen atoms. After radiation

and annealing they will provide the environment for individual NV centres as in the upper schematic in

figure 9. The concentration of NV centres can be determined from absorptionmeasurements but what is

more significant here is the relative concentration of NV− andNV0 centre and this can be determined from

the emission spectrumwith laser excitation.With low excitation intensities<1 mWmm−2 at 532 nm the

ratio of NV0 emission relative to NV− emission is fixed and for the 115 ppm sample the relative integrated

areas of the NV− andNV0ZPL emission gives anNV0/NV− ration of the order of 1%. Accepting that the

532 nm excitation is perhaps factor of 2–3 larger for NV− compared to that for NV0 the observation implies

that a few percent of the NV centres are in the neutral charge state with the fast majority in the negative

charge state.

As pointed out by Collins [31], theNV charge state depends on proximity of nitrogen donors. For the

115 ppmN0 sample themedian distance to the nearest nitrogen impurity will be∼3.7 nm. Allowing for a

randomdistribution of N0 atoms the predominance of negative charge state suggests that for all NV’s with an

N0within about 5 nm an electronwill tunnel to give rise toNV−–N+ pairs. Only the few percent of N0 out-

with this estimate of 5 nmwill contribute to theNV0 population. These are very rough estimates but what is

clear is that to obtain the significant fraction in the negative charge state that tunneling of electrons from

nitrogen donorsN0 to NV0
(in the dark)must occur over a few nm’s. The specific distances will vary as will the

time scales.

With low light levels (<1 mW mm−2) as used in the abovemeasurements, the fraction of NV0 is not

changed andwith the 115 ppm case only the few percent of the NV centres are in theNV0 charge state.

Figure 9.Diagram illustrates situation of a 1b diamondwith several interstitial nitrogen atoms occur at random locations about a
central NV−.With blue illumination theN0nitrogen atoms are ionized and after relaxation one remains asN+ at a random location.
Subsequent radiation this will repeat butN+not necessarily in the same location.When theNV− is excited an electron can tunnel in
the excited state to theN+

(fast if close, slow ifmore distant) leaving theNV in the neutralNV0 charge state.However, whenNV0

relaxes to the ground state an electron can tunnel from a nitrogen to theNV0. The tunneling rate will prefer adjacent nitrogen donors.
The result of the red illumination is aNV−with a closeN+ ion.
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However, if the optical power is increased the proportion of NV0 is also increased as shown in figure 10(a).

The increase arises from tunneling in theNV− excited state. The tunneling in the excited state is from

NV−–>N+ to giveNV0 andN0. The increase of NV0 via this process with red light is linear in excitation

intensity as shown in figure 10(b). The latter ismeasured by exciting with a red laser at 620 nm and

monitoring the increase inNV0 by detecting the emission at 600 nm (±10nm) using a weak 3 mW

(=1 mWmm−2) probe at 532 nm. Should a 532 nm green laser be used to both induce andmonitor the NV0

emission the signal strength is quadratic as shown in figure 10. As intensity is increased>300 mW there

continues to be some increase in theNV0 emission but the linear process saturates. Should the photo-

ionization with green laser be via the two-photonNV−–>NV0 process the increase with the increasing read

intensity would be cubic. This is not what is observed. The present linear tunneling situation has been

reported previously in [13] and illustrated for a larger range of excitation intensities. Ionization of NV− to

NV0 has also been shown in figure 8 of [15].

The linear tunnelingNV−–N+ to attainNV0 can be observed at intensities orders ofmagnitude less than that

required to detect the two-photon ionization frequently reported in the case of single centres [32]. (At 532 nm

two-photon ionization observed at 104Wmm−2whereas in general intensities here are<103Wmm−2). It is

recognized that two-photon inter-conversion betweenNV− andNV0 are intrinsic processes associatedwith the

NV centre.When there is no linear processes due to the tunneling rates being too slowwith largeNV—N

separations the two-photon process will be the onlymechanismwhereby there can be á-ñ-NV NV0 conversion.

With intensities adopted here no significant two-photon processes are observed.

TheNV−–>N+ tunneling occurs in the excited state ofNV−. As it is only in this state for 13 ns the ratesmust

be fast to have a reasonable probability of tunnelingwithin this time. Also as the rates will decrease exponentially

with increasing separation of theNV−–N+ pair, the tunnelingwith the closest pairs will be favored. At low

intensities it willmainly involve the very close pairs butwith higher intensities the average time in the excited

state can be increased to obtain contributions frommore distant pairs.With continuous excitation aNV0

population can bemaintained dynamically and it is this population that is observed for example infigure 10(b).

The population attained following a step increase in excitation intensity has beenmeasured previously [13].

When the excitation is switched off the population ofNV0will not bemaintained and all NV0will relax to their

Figure 10. (a) Spectra shown for increasing powers: 6, 36, 60, 100 mWat 532 nm (intensities 2, 12, 20, 30 mW mm−2).With
increasing excitation the traces show an increase in theNV0 emissionwhen normalized to peak of theNV− vibronic band. The sample
has 115 ppmnitrogen and 0.8 ppmNV−. The responses over a larger range of excitation intensities have been shown for the same
sample in [13]. (b)Upper (linear in red) trace indicates the intensity ofNV0 emission as a function red excitation at 620 nm. TheNV0

emission ismonitored using aweak 3 mW laser at 532 nm that by itself does not increase intensity ofNV0. In the lower trace the
intensity of theNV0 emission induced and read by the 532 nmas in (a) is presented as a function of the 532 nm intensity. TheNV0

increase is quadratic function of the 532 nm intensity.
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ground state. Once in the ground state therewill beNV0
–>N0 tunneling back to give the originalNV−

population. The rates for this recovery process has also beenmeasured in previously publication [13]. Both rates,

creation and decay, ofNV0were found to varied fromμs tominutes (and the fastest decay rates were probably

instrument limited). The scale-free rates are as expected for the enormous range of separations in a bulk crystal

and hence the large distribution of tunneling rates. So far it has not been possible to determine rates associate

with specific separations.

The tunnelingwill be a one photon process and in themolecularmodel as given infigure 2 it is possible that

NV0
(e2a) in the ground state captures an electron fromN0 and tunnels directly to theNV−(e2a2) ground state.

However, in the excited state theNV−–>N+ tunneling is unlikely to be direct to theNV0
(e2a) ground state as

this would involve a two-electron transition. It is possible, therefore, that the decay from 3E(e3a) involves

tunneling to themeta-stable 4A2(e
2a) quartet level. However, the specific details of the tunneling transitions

requires further theoretical consideration.

TheNV0
–>N0 tunneling in the ground state will favor the faster rates and tunneling from the closest N0.

Hence the optical cycle will createNV− centres with closeN+ donors. Should this be the only process optical

excitationwill always generate crystals with a predominance ofNV− centres with closeN+. However, this is not

the only process. Optical excitation can also excitesN0 centres throughout the crystal. The excitation can ionize

N0 to giveN+ centres with an electron in the conduction band. The conduction electronwill be trapped

elsewhere in the lattice and although not the dominant process [33] can occasionally combinewith one of theN+

ions. Should this occur the consequence is that aN+ is created at a random location and becomes the donor at

the expense of the close donor. Therefore, with the optical excitation of substitutional nitrogen atoms there is a

redistribution of the location of theN+ ionswith respect to theNV− centres and the process counteracts the

creation ofN+ ions close to theNV−. This latter process can occur for single sites and give undesirable spectral

diffusion [34–37].

It is worthwhilementioning an alternative process that is possible is where there is ionization ofN0 to create

N+ and the electron released is captured by aNV0 centre to increase the concentration ofNV− andN+. There is

no evidence of this although the present samples have very lowNV0 concentrations and do not present optimal

conditions for detecting such a process.With the samples investigated here this process is not considered

further.

5. Visible 637 nmabsorption ZPLwidth

5.1. Absorption linewidth—no illumination

The competition between the two processes that alter the distribution of N+ ions results in observable

changes of the line width of the low temperature 637 nmZPL. The processes themselves are not temperature

dependent and low temperatures are only necessary as the changes in line width are not observable at higher

temperature due to phonon broadening of the ZPL.When theN+ is close to the NV− the charge gives a Stark

shift of the optical transition that varies from site to site and the combined effect is a broadening of the optical

line distinguishable at temperatures<77K.On the other handwhen the single-substitutional nitrogen are

ionized and cause the redistribution ofmore distant N+ ions the average Stark shift is reduced and the ZPL

width becomes narrower. Equilibrium is established between the two processes and for a given sample the

balance only depends on the wavelength of excitation. One process varies with the absorption of NV− and

one with absorption of substitutional nitrogen [38, 39] and their variation as function of wavelength are

shown in figure 4. Due to the absorption dependence with wavelength the result is a broadening when the

‘preparation’ excitation is in the red as the wavelength favors NV− excitation and a narrowing when the

‘preparation’ excitation is in the blue favoring nitrogen ionization. The situation varies continuously between

the red and blue and various intermediate wavelengths are illustrated in figure 11 and also later in

figure 18(b). Figure 11 presents a series of transmissionmeasurements of NV− of the 115 ppm 1b diamond

sample at 77 K. Eachmeasurement is the same: ameasurement of transmission of the crystal in the spectral

range of the 3A2–
3E ZPL from 630 to 650 nmusing a low intensity white light source (that does not cause

photo-ionization). The transmitted light is dispersed by amonochromator and detected with a

photomultiplier. Other than themonitoring light there is no light on the sample at the time of the

measurement. Prior to eachmeasurement the sample is exposed to light of a given color. (The wavelengths

used are the same as used in figure 7.)The order of the color does notmatter and the intensity and duration of

exposure are also not of great significance usually being a fewmilliwatts for 10ʼs of seconds. Thewavelength

determines the balance. After the light is switched off, relaxation and tunneling is largely complete within a

minute. The situation is stable and the absorption can bemeasured with the low intensity light source. There

is no change to the integrated area of the ZPL.
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The above assumes no other possibility for the variation in line width has been considered.Within the

optical cycle where the optically induced population ofNV0 decays to the ground state and immediately

afterwards there is a recovery ofNV− [13] it is distinctly unlikely that this does not occurwith an electron

tunneling fromN0 toNV0. Thismust favor fast tunneling and the creation of closeN+ ions. The close ion could

introduce an extra strain but it ismore likely to be the reverse asN+has the same electronic structure as carbon

and so strainwill beminimal. TheN+ replaces aN0 and so the strain could be reduced but not sufficient to

introduce a displacement of the ZPL from themean. If this was the case therewould be a shift of transition

frequency that is canceled by the optical cycle not the reverse. Theremaybe someminor changes in strain but

undoubtedly the dominant effect is that of the Stark effect due to the introduction of the positive charges close to

theNV− centres as asserted above.

There is only one previous report of broadening of 637 nmZPL in single crystal diamond. This is by

Nishikori et al [40] in relation to a low temperature (60 K)hole burning study. An increase in linewidth of a

70 ppmnitrogen sample was observed using low temperature hole burningwhen exciting at or close to

resonance at 637 nm. The observations are consistent with that given here. The broadeningwas considered

anomalous and the authors speculated on possible explanations. One of the present authors has included a

summary of the broadening effects and given a partial explanation in a book chapter by Zvyagin andManson in

2012 [41].

5.2. Absorption linewidth—with illumination

The transmissionmeasurements infigure 11 aremadewithout other light on the crystal during the individual

measurements but this is not essential as illumination can be present without changing the observation. The

creation of additional N+ through ionization of the single-substitutional nitrogen does not give absorption. Also

there is negligible change to theNV− ground state population through optical excitation. The result is that

simultaneousmodest optical illumination (<30 mWmm–2
) does not alter the transmitted light intensity.What

is interesting is that when both colors are applied simultaneously the narrower linewidth as occurs for blue only

illumination is obtained. This is because tunneling involves slow processes (up tomany seconds) and is not

competitive with ionization and fast electronmigration in diamond. The rates in reaching equilibriumupon

switching on red (620 nm) or blue (445 nm) are shown infigures 12(a) and (b). Aswith previousNV0 ionization

measurements there is awide range of rates although the techniques adopted for the figures are biased towards

observing the slower responses. This variation between red only excitation and simultaneous excitationwith red

and blue proves invaluable for further investigations and is an approach adopted formanymeasurements where

excitation has to be present such aswith emission. Dual excitation allows for the comparison of closeN+ and

dispersedN+ situations.

Figure 11.Transmission of 0.8 ppmNV− doped 1b diamond (115 ppmnitrogen)measured over 2mm2 cross section using a current-
stabilizedwhite light source. Before eachmeasurement the samplewas exposed to laser and the laser illumination at eachwavelength
between 637 and 445 nmwas over the same areawith an energy densities between 10 and 100 mW mm−2: exposure durationwas
approximately 1min. The practice tomeasure transmission is the same in every case and there is no illumination other thanwhite
light source during themeasurement. The differences are due to the changeswithin the sample caused by the illumination prior to the
measurement. The sample is totally absorbing at 637.5 nm.
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5.3. ‘Moguls’

Aswell as Stark broadening of the ZPL as infigure 11 additional features are observed on the low energy side of

the ZPL. The features are very irregular on a sloping background termed ‘moguls’. These are shown infigure 13.

The features are weak but repeatable as shown in the several traces in the figure. After blue (445 nm) illumination

the features are small or not present and such a spectrum is shown in the lowest trace offigure 13. The features

aremore pronouncedwith red illumination as given by the other three traces. Themogul features are attributed

to optical transitionswhere there are substantial Stark shifts due to the charge of very closeN+ ions. In the

Figure 12. (a)Transmission ofwhite light for anNV− sample as infigure 11 butwith illumination present on the sample. For the
broader trace (red) the sample is illuminatedwith a laser at 620 nmand for the narrower (blue) illumination at 445 nm is added.
Intensities are of the order of 10 mW mm−2. Switching between the two illumination situations at wavelengths corresponding to A to
G are shown in the following (b). (b)Transmission upon switching between red and blue 10 mW mm−2 illumination in (b). The
responses aremeasured forwavelengths A toG indicated in (a). They scale free response vary from fraction of second tominutes.

Figure 13.The absorbance for 1.63 mm thick sample at 10K: concentrations 0.8 ppmNV− and 115 ppmnitrogen. The low energy
slope of the ZPL is shown on an expanded scale. The lowest trace shows the absorption after blue (445 nm, 30 mW mm−2)
illumination. The upper traces aremeasurement of absorption after red (620 nm, 30 mW mm−2) illumination taken every two
minutes. No illumination duringmeasurement other than that of weakwhite light source. TheXmarks a zero phonon line at 658 nm
(1.885 eV) associatedwith aNi− impurity [20] and not part of theNV− spectrum.
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115 ppmnitrogen sample eachmogul feature has an optical density of<0.01 comparedwith the ZPLwith an

optical density=2.5 (i.e. eachmogul has a strength<1/4%of the parent transition). There is broadening to the

high energy side of the ZPL and it is anticipated that therewill also bemoguls on the high energy side.However,

where there is splitting to give energy levels displaced to higher energy the levels will rapidly relax to lower energy

and this process will result in broadening. Any such features will not give resolved lines and no distinguishable

features are observed. For the lower energy features there aremeasurement instabilities that leads variation of the

background.However, the position of themogul peaks are reproducible and this aspect is illustrated by

repetition of the absorptionmeasurement given infigure 13. (The repetition is given in preference to further

averaging as the irregularities still ‘looks like’noise.)

Themoguls show variation inmagnitude due tomacroscopic inhomogeneities in the samples. However, the

wavelengths of the spectral features are constant and features at the samewavelengths have been observed in

both the 115 ppmand the 212 ppmhigh nitrogen concentration samples. Themogul features were tooweak to

obtain reliable time dependence although therewas indication that the less shifted features developmore slowly

than the ones with large shifts. For example infigure 13 ameasurement wasmade at twominute intervals with

red illumination after an initial illuminationwith blue. Themagnitude of the lesser shifted feature at 150 cm−1

(645 nm) increases slowlywith time. In contrast the larger shifted features such as those at 620 cm−1 (664mm)

and 780 cm−1 (670.7 nm )weremore persistent andwere still present with the blue illumination. This

observation is consistent with the larger shifted features being associatedwith closerN+ ions, fast tunneling rates

andmore resistant to optical induced changes.

A sample with highN0 andNV− concentrations was found to give prominentmogul structure that showed

littlemodificationwith blue light (figure 14). Themoguls were significantly broader than those for the 115 and

212 nm samples an aspect attributed to the higher concentrations but the position of the features agreedwith

those for the other samples. The sample had irregular shape and it was not possible to obtain reliable

concentrations fromoptical absorption and a FTIRmeasurement. The estimates are 3 ppmNVand 600 ppm

N0. The shifts extended to 690 nm, over 1200 cm−1 (150meV) from theZPL as shown infigure 14. The

observations are attributed to Stark structure associatedwith a density of charge fromNV− andN+ giving higher

electric fields than can be obtainedwith a single neighboring charge. There could also be higher electric fields

fromnickel, Ni− impurities plusN+ compensation [17] (see later calculation). The trend associatedwith the

moguls is clear: high density of features close to the parent ZPL at 637 nmadding to the broadening of the ZPL

and reduced number of spectral features with increasing Stark shifts.

The observation ofmoguls requires low temperature. They are distinguishable at 125K and reach a

minimumwidth by 50K. This is shown in a series of traces infigures 15(a) and (b).

5.4. Calculation of line broadening andmogul structure

A simpleMonte Carlomodel was used to calculate the expected broadening andmogul structure due purely

fromN+ Stark shifts. For 100 ppmnitrogen and 1 ppmNV− a volumewithin 8 nmof a givenNV site is

considered: a volume involving approximately 105 lattice sites.Within this volume each site for 100 ppmN0

sample has a probability of 1/104 to be a nitrogen atomand each of these nitrogen atoms for 1 ppmNV− have a

Figure 14.ZPL absorption for a samplewith highN0 and highNV− concentrations (estimated as 3 ppm and 600 ppm respectively).
The upper trace gives the absorbance increased by factor of X 20.
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1/102 probability to be positively charged. The remaining nitrogen atoms likewise have a 1/102 chance being

anotherNV−with –ve charge. The electric field at the originalNV− site due to the charges is summed. The site is

assumed to contribute two narrow lines to the total, with positions given according to the field sensitivities given

byAcosta et al [35] (Axial shifts of 4 GHz for 104V cm−1 and a splittings of 5 GHz for 104V cm−1 although the

authors expressed some reservations as only obtained for one centre. Screening due to dielectric constant is

included in these values.)Each of the lines is taken to be aGaussianwithwidth of 0.3 nm, as this is the

approximate linewidth of the narrowestmogul feature. Repeating this calculation 105 times and summing the

resultant line gives the expected line-shape under blue illumination. For the situation of red illumination, we

start with the blue situation already described. If the nitrogen site closest to theNV center is not already charged,

then it ismade to be charged and one of the charged sites is randomly chosen to bemade neutral. The line shapes

for these situations are illustrated infigure 16 for 100 ppmnitrogenwithNV− concentrations of 1 ppm. (Results

for calculation of 5 and 25 ppmNV− are also given in the figure.)The central feature is largely determined by the

density of charges in the lattice. It is also noted that the central feature is further broadened as theNV−

concentration increases, remembering that there is equal concentration ofN+. Themogul structurewith shifts

>50 cm−1 is due to theN+ charges that are close to the central NV− and the structure is shown inmore detail in

figure 17(b).

There are a large number ofmogul features corresponding toN+ at large distance from theNV− and these

overlap and contribute to the ZPL linewidth as described above. A shift proportional to the calculated electric

field should be valid for such cases as the charge is at large distances (>12A0
). On the other hand there are a small

number of sites that give well shiftedmogul spectral features. The approach is less likely to be valid for the close

sites as the level of screening becomes questionable. The shift to the shortest wavelength of amogul in the

115 ppm (or 212 ppm) sample is by 33 nm (at 750 cm−1, 670 nm). The calculation for this case indicates a

NV−–N+ separation of order of 3A0. In the present calculation closerN+
(<3A0

) are disregarded. The result of

the calculation for other closeN+ is summarized infigure 17(b) and this calculation should be comparedwith

the spectra given infigure 17(a) associatedwith themoguls from the experimental trace infigure 13. There is a

reasonable degree of accord and gives support that the principles of the calculation and themechanisms

proposed are correct. Clearlymore rigorous calculations are desirable. Theweakness is that shifted features

cannot yet be associatedwith specificNV−N+ separations and there is some uncertainty of the electric field

parameters [35].Without such an information the calculations can only be expected to show the general

correspondence rather than agreement.

Figure 15. (a)NV− 3A2–
3EZPL absorbance of 1.63 mm thick, 0.8 ppmNV− and 115 ppmnitrogen samplemeasuredwhen

3 mW mm–2 red illumination at 620 nm is present. (b) Low energy side of zero-phonon line in (a) shown on increased scale.Mogul
structure is not visible until temperature<125K.
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6. Visible 637 nmemission and excitation ZPLwidth

6.1. Emission linewidth

The above analysis of the 3A2–
3EZPL in absorption has established the dynamics within the crystal that occur

with optical illumination and this information is invaluable for the interpretation of emission spectra. Just as the

637 nmabsorption linewidth varies with illuminationwavelength, onemight expect the emission line width to

varywith excitationwavelength. Emission for variouswavelengths of excitation is shown infigure 18(a) and for

convenience the absorption for the samewavelengths is given in the accompanying figure 18(b). The ZPL in

emission is broadest when excitation is in the red and narrowest in the blue and various intermediate

wavelengths are also included infigure 18(a). The differences between red and blue responses are conveniently

obtained by recording the emission usingmodulated red excitationwith andwithout simultaneous excitation

with blue light (see figures 18(a), 19(a)). The signal in both cases is that ofNV− emission excited by the red

(modulated) laser.What is changed is the distribution ofN+ caused by the excitation: closeN+ in the case of red

only excitation and random locatedN+when blue is applied simultaneously. These traces are repeated latter in

Figure 16.Calculated spectrum shown for 100 ppmnitrogen andNV− concentrations of 1 ppm (solid), 5 ppm (dashed) and 25 ppm
(dashed–dotted). The broader profile (red) correspond to red illumination and narrower (blue) for blue illumination. Peaks
normalized to unity.

Figure 17.Mogul experiment and calculation. (a)Experimentalmeasurements of position ofmogul features withmeasurements from
figure 13. (b)Calculated spectrum shown for 100 ppmnitrogen andNV− concentration of 1, 5 and 25 ppm. Scale relative to that in
figure 16.
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figure 19(a) including part of the vibrational sideband. The accompanying figure 19(b) indicate the rate at which

the spectra between the two situations change.

6.2. Emission intensity versuswavelength

Aswell as a difference between red and blue excitationwhat ismore significant is that in all cases the ZPL in

emission does not have the extremes of the ZPLmeasured in absorption. Compare for example spectra given in

figures 18(a) and (b) for the case of 620 nm excitation/illumination (lowest traces). Comparison at the central

Figure 18.Variation of absorption and emissionwithwavelength of excitation. (a)Emission spectra of 115 ppmnitrogen, 0.8 ppm
NV− sample for six separate excitationwavelengths at 10 K. The excitation density is 30 mW mm−2. The asymmetry is due to the
Boltzmann factor. Dashed trace gives emissionwhen blue illumination is included.Only the red at 620 nm in this example is chopped
and in-phase signal detected. There is self absorption at the peak of the zero phonon line leading to unreliable line shape. (b)
Absorbance ofNV− sample during illumination at 10K as in (a). Dashed trace is that with simultaneous illuminationwith red and
blue.With excitation switched off gives the traces as in transmission in figure 11. There is total absorption at the centre of the ZPL and
this leads to unreliable peak values when converting to absorbance.Within experimental error integrated area is constant.

Figure 19. (a)Emission of 3A2–
3E excitingwith red at 620 nm (red trace) and simultaneous red and blue at 620 nm and 445 nm (blue

trace) as in lowest trace infigure 18(a). Sample has 115 ppmnitrogen and 0.8 ppmNV− and excitation densities are 30 mW mm−2. It
can be seen from the vibrational sideband that there is a small increase of emission (10%)with the addition of blue illumination due to
reduced quenching. The blue illumination by itself gives no detectable emission. The change is due to re-distribution of donors. (b)
Traces give the change of emissionwhen switching on and off simultaneous blue excitation recorded for threewavelengths A, B andC
as indicated in associated (a).
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frequencies of the ZPL is unreliable owing to self absorption of the emission. Comparison in thewings ismore

informative and it is seen that there is negligible emission intensity to the high energy side of 636 nm

(shift=+40 cm−1) or low energy side of 639.5 nm (shift=−50 cm−1)whereas there are responses in

absorption (althoughweak) at thesewavelengths. The lack of emission on the high energy side can be due to a

Boltzmann factor asmeasurements are at low temperature (10K) but this can not explain the lack of emission on

the low energy side. Similar information is obtained from the excitation spectrumof the ZPL. There is

absorption at wavelengths shorter than 640 nmbut at thesewavelengths the laser does not give rise toNV−

emission.Hence, the excitation of the ZPL is narrower than the ZPL in absorption (figure 20(a)).

The explanation for the difference between thewidths of absorption and emission spectra is due to the fast

tunneling in the excited state when theN+ ions are close. NV− centres can be excited butwith fast tunneling to

NV0 the centres do not emit. Therefore, for centres with closeN+ and large Stark shifts prevalent with red

excitation therewill be a loss of radiative decay and a quenching of the emission. There are frequencies that give

absorption but little or no emission and it is this fact that results in themore restrictedwidth of the ZPL in

emission. The emission lifetime is also shortened and the shortening is againmore pronouncedwith red

excitation thanwith other wavelength such as 532 nmas shown infigure 20(b). The extreme case is that of the

mogul features. ForNV− centres contributing tomogul features theN+ are close and there is tunneling in the

excited state before any radiative decay. Consequently excitation at thewavelength of themogul features do not

give emission. No emission is detected forwavelengths longer that 640 nm corresponding to an energy shift of

−50 cm−1 implying the centres withNV−–N+ separations of 12A0 or closer (seemogul calculation) do not

emit.With blue illumination giving the randomly distributedN+ the associatedNV− centres that previously

(with red)did not emit are shifted in frequency andnowdo emit. As a consequencewith the addition of blue

illuminationmore centres emit and for the same excitation intensity the total emission is increased by 10%. This

is illustrated infigure 19where the increase ismost obvious in the vibrational sideband.

7. Variationwith nitrogen concentration

In the above discussion the properties ofNV− in 1b diamond have focused on one nitrogen concentration (115

ppm). It is anticipated that therewill be variation of properties with nitrogen concentrations and it will be shown

in this section that there are differences that arise as a consequence of changes of the averageNV−–N+

separations and the associated tunneling rates.

7.1. Low intensity

Differences between sampleswith varying nitrogen concentrations can be observed in the emission spectra

when using low excitation intensities,<1 mWmm−2. This is illustrated infigure 21where it can be seen that the

Figure 20.Excitation spectrum and lifetimemeasurements. (a)The excitation spectrum is obtained by sweeping the frequency of a
tunable dye laser from634 to 644 nm (10 mW mm−2) and detecting the emission at 680 nm.Absorption is also included normalized
to same peak height. Sample temperature is 10 K. The non-zero signal to high energy side of 636 nm is due to exciting/absorbing
within vibrational sideband. (b)Upper traces give lifetimemeasurement of samplewith 0.8 ppmNV− and 115 ppmnitrogen and
lower traces that of samplewith 0.5 ppmNV− and 212 ppmnitrogen using 639 nm (red) and 532 nm (green) excitation. The decay is
not strictly exponential but it is noted that the lifetimes are shorter with red excitation (4.2 and 7.7 ns) than for 532 nm excitation (4.8
and 8 ns).
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ratio ofNV0/NV− emission varies with (single substitutional)nitrogen concentration. The variation is a

consequence of the different proximity of nitrogen donors altering the tunneling in the ground state.When

there is a nitrogen atomwithin ‘reasonable’ distance of theNV an electronwill tunnel to theNV to give anNV−

centre.When the distances are such that this does not occurwithin a reasonable time the centre will ‘remain’ as

NV0
[31]. For the nitrogen concentration of 115 ppm (figure 21) clearly the distance is too large for tunneling for

only few percent of theNV centres as discussed in section 4.With lower nitrogen concentration the latter will be

more common and for the 40 ppm sampleNV0 there is a factor of three larger number of centres that do not

acquire an electron and are neutrally charged.With the higher nitrogen concentration of 212 pmNV0 does not

occur and all centres acquire an electron. The behavior is almost independent of theNV− concentration, an

aspect well illustrated byfigure 4 of [42]. Theirfigure shows spectra for two nitrogen concentrations eachwith

widely varyingNV− concentrations. For lownitrogen concentration (60 ppm)NV0 is observed for all NV−

concentrations whereasNV0 is not observed at all with high nitrogen concentrations (200 ppm). The

NV−concentration does have an influence butmainly as it effects the average separation to substitutional

nitrogen.

7.2.High intensity

Adensity ofNV0
(without being optically induced) implies that for some centres in the sample that the tunneling

N0
–>NV0 in the ground state is too slow to createNV− centres andwill be a consequence of largeNV—nitrogen

separations. This is likely to be an indication of large separations in general in the sample and tunneling in the

excited stateNV−–>N+will also be inhibited. If this is the situation and therewill only beminimal increase in

NV0 concentrationwith optical excitation. This the situation for the 40 ppm sample as seen infigure 22(a) (see

alsofigure 8 of [15]). This contrasts with the case of the 115 ppmN0 sample where there are closeN+ ionswith

fast tunneling and for these centres tunneling in the excited state give rise to the increase in population ofNV0 as

reported in the previous section 4 (see figure 10(a)).With higher concentrations such aswith the 212 ppmN0

sample there has to be amuch larger fraction of closeN+ ions. Larger fraction of ionization and higherNV0

concentration can be anticipated. However, there is a catch to observing this situation. The tunneling is such that

as soon as theNV0 decays to the ground state it immediately tunnels back toNV− so that a population ofNV0

cannot bemaintained. Therefore in the case of the 212 ppmN0 sample littleNV0 emission is observed at low

intensities and also difficult to detect with higher excitation as illustrated infigure 22(b).

The significant changes in behavior for the 40, 115 and 212 ppmN0 samples with averageNV—N0

separations varying from5 to 3.7 to 3 nm is due to the exponential dependence on tunneling rates. As the extent

Figure 21.Room temperature emission ofNV− for three concentrations of nitrogen (40, 115 and 212 ppm) using low intensity
excitation of 1 mW mm−2 at 532 nm. Emission spectra are normalized to peak of vibronic band.
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ofwave functions drop very rapidly with distance the rates can change bymany orders (3–4) ofmagnitude per

nmofNV–N0 separation. TheNV−–>N+ tunneling in excited state requires rates that are comparable to the

10 ns lifetime (maybe 1 ns) and yetNV0
–>N0 tunneling have to be slow enough in the ground state to allow

cycling to enable optical detection ofNV0 emission (maybeμs). There is then a restricted range of tunneling rates

that enable the observation ofNV0with excitation intensity. Althoughmodeling of the situation is desirable the

indication is that the fraction of centresmatching the condition is optimal for a 100 ppmN0 sample and less

when concentration of nitrogen is either higher or lower.

7.3. Absorption changes

For all three samples with excitationNV0 centres are creates to different degree.When the excitation is switched

off the centres decay and once in the ground state an electron tunnels from theN0
–>NV0

ʼs to restore the

originalNV− population. The tunneling process ‘selects’ close donors and give Stark broadening of the ZPL. The

proportion of centres with close donors and associated broadening is large for the high nitrogen concentrations

and small for the lownitrogen concentrations. Regardless of concentration the Stark broadening is reduced

when there is a redistribution of donorswith blue illumination. Spectra illustrating these trends are illustrated in

figure 23.

7.4. Emission changes and lifetimes

In absorption there are differences between the samples with nitrogen concentration.However, the difference in

emissionwith nitrogen concentration is not obvious. This is because the emission of the largest shifted optical

frequencies are quenched and so there are frequencies for which there are absorption responses but no emission.

The effect is a ‘normalizing’ of the emission linewidth and the variation of emission linewidthwith

concentration is only just observable. The emission linewidth of all three samples are similar. (Compare upper

traces infigures 23(a), (b) and (c).)

For these three samples the fraction of centres where the emission is quenched and have shorter lifetimes is

greater the higher nitrogen concentration. The consequence is that emission lifetimes are faster with the higher

nitrogen concentration samples. For example it has been shown earlier infigure 20(b) that the rate for the

212 ppmN0 sample is faster than for the 115 ppmN0 sample. Large variation in rates have been reported in

the literature and for 1b diamonds the shorter lifetimes correlate with the higher nitrogen concentrations

[15, 42–45]. The best illustration is in a recent paper by Bogdanov et al [46]where they have shown that for

micro-diamonds prepared byHPHT there is a systematic shortening of the lifetimewith nitrogen concentration

Figure 22. Low temperature (77K) emission of sampleswith 40 ppmN0
(0.2 ppmNV− and 212 ppmN0

(0.5 ppmNV− for increasing
excitation at 532 nm: energy densities 2, 12, 20, 33 mW mm−2. The traces are normalized to a vibronic peak in theNV− emission and
the traces are displaced for clarity. In (a) there is very little increase in the relative intensity of NV0whereas in (b)NV0 can barely be
detected even at high intensities. The equivalent traces for 115 ppm (0.8 ppmNV−) sample is given in earlier figure 10(a).
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from20 ns for 50 ppmnitrogen to 9.5 nswith 600 ppmnitrogen. Associatedwith shortening of the lifetimes and

cycling involvingNV0 there is a reduction of spin polarization and this will be discussed in relation to infrared

emission in section 11.

8. Infrared 1042 nmZPLwidth

8.1. Infrared linewidths

The infrared emission arises from inter-system crossing from the 3E state andwhen there is visible emission

from this state there is also inter-system crossing and infrared emissionwithin the singlets (althoughweak). It is

found that some of the characteristics of the visible emission are also exhibited by the infrared emission. For

example, the ZPL at 1042 nm is broaderwhen the excitation is in the red close to the 637 nmZPL and narrower

when there is simultaneous illuminationwith blue light at 445 nm. Remembering that there is a ‘normalizing’ of

the visible emissionwith nitrogen concentration and this results in only small variation of the infrared linewidth

with nitrogen concentration. The infrared emission is from an orbital singlet and there is no Boltzmann factor

favoring one side of the ZPL as occurs for the visible emission. The result is an infrared ZPLwith slight Stark

broadening in both ‘wings’ to high and low energywith little change of the central component. These effects are

shown infigure 24 for the three nitrogen concentrations 212, 115 and 40 ppm.

Figure 23. For all cases the broader traces (red) involve closeN+ ions whereas the broader traces (blue) are for distributedN+ ions.
The upper traces are of emission and themeasurements aremadewith excitation present. In case of the red trace (broad) there is only
red excitation at 620 nm. This is chopped and the in-phase emission detected. For the blue trace (narrower) this is repeated but the
blue illumination at 445 nmadded but not chopped; both intensities 30 mW mm−2. The lower traces give absorbancewith peak
normalized to unity. Prior to thesemeasurement (red traces) the samples have been illuminated red laser at 620 nmwith intensity of
30 mW mm−2 for approximately 1min. This is repeated (blue trace) but with prior illuminationwith similar intensities at 445 nm
likewise for approximately 1min. All samples at 10K. (a) 212 ppm (0.5 ppmNV−): emission and absorption. (b) 115 ppm (0.8 ppm
NV−): emission and absorption. (c) 40 ppm (0.2 ppmNV−): emission and absorption.

Figure 24. IR ZPL emission of three samples at 10K. The red trace (nofill) give emissionwith 30 mW mm−2 at 620 nm. The blue trace
(withfill) is same excitation at 620 nmbutwith additional 30 mW mm−2 blue illumination at 445 nm. Fill is used to highlight the
marginally larger signals in the ‘wings’ of the linewith red excitation. (a) 212 ppmN0

(0.5 ppmNV−): infrared emission. (b) 115 ppm
N0

(0.8 ppmNV−): infrared emission. (c) 40 ppmN0
(0.2 ppmNV−): infra red emission.
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8.2. Variation of IRZPLwith excitationwavelength

The broadening infigure 24 analogous to the visible (although less) suggests a Stark effect and this was

investigated using resonant excitation. A dye laserwas tuned to various frequencies (figure 25(a))within the

637 nmoptical ZPL and the IR emission spectrumwas recorded for each excitationwavelength. To reduce the

loss of emission via hole-burning small random frequency variation of the excitation laser was adopted. The

signals although noisy were sufficient to identify structure in the infra red spectrum (figure 25(b)). A splitting of

the infrared ZPLwas observed and the splitting increased as the excitation is shifted from the central peak at

637 nm. The excitation selects subgroups of centres with specific electric fields and Stark shifts. As a consequence

of these electric fields there is a Stark splitting of the infrared transition. The Stark effect for the infrared

transition is factor 2.5–3 smaller than that for the optical transition.With illumination of blue light although

there is a reduction of the Stark splitting of both visible and infrared, the same ratio of shifts ismaintained.

Where the excitation is resonantwith the peak of the visible ZPL (0 cm−1 infigure 25(a)) there is no splitting

of the infrared spectrum (black trace in 25(b)). The infrared acts as a diagnostic and indicates that the visible

transition does not exhibit a splitting at this optical frequency. For all other excitation frequencies there is a

splitting of the infrared line. A splitting can be expected particularly when the non-axial electric field parameters

are larger than the axial parameter. It is concluded from the observations that there is a significant contribution

fromStark effects to the infrared linewidth although no detailed fitting has been attempted.

The 1042 nm linewidth has been reported previously [47], but the line widths and splittings reported for a

sample of<200 ppmnitrogen aremore than a factor 2 larger than that given here for the 212 ppm sample (width

of 2.4meV, 19 cm−1 compared to<1meV, 8 cm−1 and splittings of 1meV, 8 cm−1 compared to 0.5meV,

4 cm−1). The explanation could be associate with higherNV− concentrations or to additional impurities such as

withA-centres in the sample discussed in section 12. Should the latter be the situation thewidthswill be less

from a Stark effect andmore from random strain as given in their analysis.

9.Optically detectedmagnetic resonance (ODMR) at 2.87GHz

9.1.ODMR line shape

Another spectrum that gives a double peak forNV− in 1b diamond is theODMRat zeromagnetic field. Optical

excitation preferentially populates the groundms=0 spin state and this is separated fromms=±1 by

2.87 MHz. Applyingmicrowaves at this frequency reduces the emission due to the reduction of the spin

polarization and theODMR spectrum is themeasure of emission as a function ofmicrowave frequency. For

suchmeasurements the samples arewithin a loop-gap resonator andmicrowaves are swept through thems=0

toms=±1 transitions from2.86 to 2.88 MHz. The emission is detected at the peak of the vibrational sideband

at 680 nm.With excitation of 30 mWmm−2 in the red at 620 nm corresponding to the situation of closeN+ ions

Figure 25.Variation of infrared line shapewith optical excitation frequency. (a)Excitation spectrumof 637 nmZPL using tunable dye
laser with intensity 10 mW mm−2. IR emission is recorded for excitation at thewavelengths indicated by open circles. Also recorded at
wavelengths given by crosses when blue illumination of sample 5 mW mm−2 is included. (b) IR spectrumusing 30 mW laser atfixed
frequencies within the zero phonon line as indicated by open circles in associated (a). Hole burning resulted inweak unstable
emission. (c) IR spectrumusing resonant excitation at wavelengthsmarked by crosses infigure (a)with 30 mWred light butwith
5 mW mm−2 blue light at 445 nmalso applied. The blue light inhibited any holeburning and resulted in larger emission signals but
frequency rangewas greatly reduced as clear from the associatedfigure.
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theODMRresponse gives a linewidth of 30 MHz and double peakwith separation of 12 MHz as shown in the

upper traces infigure 26.Whenmodified to the randomN+ case by simultaneously irradiatingwith

5 mWmm−2 at 445 nm theODMR linewidth is similar but the separation of the double peak is reduce to 9MHz

as given by the lower trace offigure 26. The change in the separation of the double peak suggests that the Stark

effectmay again play a role in the spectral line shape.

9.2. Variation ofODMRwith excitationwavelength

It is found that theODMR spectrum varies with detectionwave lengthwithin the ZPL. For example, the

separation of the double peak is slightly larger when detection is in the side (high or low) of the ZPL and smaller

when the detection is central. Similar observations are obtained using selective excitation at wavelengths within

the ZPL and detect emission in the vibrational sideband at 680 nm.Awell separated double peak is obtained

when the excitation (or detection) is resonantwith thewings of ZPL and the double peak is less separatedwhen

excitation is central to the ZPL as shown in the traces infigure 27. In both selective excitation and selective

emission it is known from the study of the visible ZPL that subgroups of centres experiencing different Stark

fields are involved and the observations indicate that the electric fields are indeed playing a role in determining

theODMRspectra. The visible emissionwidths can be 30 cm–1
(900GHz) (figures 23(b) and 23) and for

sensitivities of 4 GHz (axial) and 5 GHz (transverse) for 104V cm−1 [35] thewidths imply voltages of order of

180.104V cm−1.With spin sensitivity of 0.17 MHz (transverse) for 104V cm−1 [48] the present fields can result

inODMRwidths of 30MHz and this is close to thewidths observed. This consistency provides additional

evidence that Stark effect plays a role in the zero fieldODMR line shape. Further investigations withmore precise

measurement and extended the range of samples are desirable.

The double peak in theODMRhas been reported numerous times and there has been comments that there

has been difficulty infitting to conventional line shapes. The best fit is given byMatsuzaki et al [49] andwith

electric field considered as a parameter. However, fitting line shapewhere Stark effect is involved is not

straightforward as indicated by table 1.

10. Zero-phonon andODMR line shapes

10.1. Calculations

For all transition, visible ZPL, infrared ZPL andODMR, it has been shown that Stark effect play a role in giving

the linewidth but in no case has a satisfactory calculation of line shape been completed. The relative positions of

theN+ ions as attempted in section 5.4 are always required.With knowledge of the Stark parameters the

absorption spectra can be calculated and as these are known for the visible transition the line shape can be

calculated and the principle for such a calculation has been illustrated infigure 16. All other spectra involve

Figure 26.ODMRof 115 ppmnitrogen sample (0.8 ppmNV−)measured at zerofield using 30 mW mm−2 red excitation at 620 nm
(upper traces) and same red excitation butwith simultaneous illuminationwith 5 mW mm−2 blue light at 445 nm (lower traces).
Vertical response corresponds to reduction of emission. Traces repeatedwith changed order to ensure nomemory effects.
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emission and requires knowledge of the quenching effects associatedwith tunneling rates for the various

N+
–NV− separations. The rates are not known butwith such information the visible emission line shapes could

be calculated. Likewise the infrared line shape could be calculated although requires different Stark parameters

that have yet to be determined. ODMR line requires the information as for the visible emission but in addition a

further set of Stark parameters are required. Spin polarization associatedwith position ofN+ ions also needs to

be determined. Calculation of line shapes are clearly complex and the parameters necessary for calculation of the

various line shapes are summarized in table 1.

11. Spin polarization and IR emission

11.1. Spin polarization

From the earlier analysis it is recognized thatNV− in the excited state can tunnel toNV0 and subsequent

tunneling in the ground state returns the system toNV−. This optical cycle involving the charge conversionwill

notmaintain spin polarization and the tunnelingwill reduce spin polarization attained in a sample. The

tunneling ismost significant when theNV− andN+ ions are close and as such pairs aremore commonwith the

higher nitrogen concentrations it is clear therewill be a decrease of spin polarizationwith increasing nitrogen

concentration. At very high nitrogen concentrations there are the centres that do not emit, cannot polarize and

their presence in samples will further reduce the average spin polarization. This could be the situationwith EPR

measurements (see [30]). It is concluded that it is the occurrence of excited state tunneling toNV0 that is the

origin of reduced optically-induced spin polarization ofNV− in 1b diamonds.

Figure 27.ODMRvariationwithin ZPL. (a)ODMRof 115 ppmnitrogen (0.8 ppmNV−) sample as function of detectionwavelength
given as energy shift in cm−1 from15 700 cm−1 (637 nm) as in upper trace offigure 23(b). (b)ODMRas function of excitation
wavelength as in 25(a).

Table 1.Parameters required for line shape analysis arising from Stark effect. Z—in all cases it is necessary to calculate the distribution
ofN+ about theNV− centre asmade in section 5.4. This enables themagnitude and direction of the electric fields to be determined, Y1
—parameters for the Stark shifts of the optical transition at 627 nmare known, Y2—parameters for the Stark shift for the spin
transition have been reported, X1—the quenching of emission owing to tunneling in excited state is not known in detail and this effects
visible emission intensities, infrared emission intensities andODMR responses. X2—Stark parameters for IR transitions are not
known, X3—The extent towhich tunneling affects the reduction of spin polarization is also not known and this can reduceODMR
responses.

Signal N0 positions Vis. Stark Quenching factor IR Stark Spin Stark Spin contrast

ZPL 637 nmabsorption z Y1

ZPL 637 nmemission z Y1 X1

IR 1042 nmemission z X1 X

ODMRat 2.87 GHz z X1 Y2 X2
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11.2.Measurement of spin polarization

The reduction of ensemble spin polarizationwith nitrogen concentration can be convenientlymonitored using

infrared emission. The fraction of population that decay via the singlet levels and gives rise to the infrared

emission increases as the spin polarization is reduced and such a trend is illustrated byfigure 28(a). The

observation provides ameasure of spin polarization of emitting centres. Zero infrared emission corresponds to

total polarizationwith no population in thems=±1 spin state. On-the-other-hand the signal for no spin

polarization can be obtained by applying amagneticfield (approximated by 500 gauss along á ñ001 ). Between

these limits the singlet emission gives ameasure of the polarization. The contrast values infigure 28(a) from99%

to 72%are comparable to those reported in literature andwill correspond to a fraction of population inms=0

(andms=±1) varying from and estimated 0.35 (0.65—almost unpolarized) to 0.75 (0.25—high polarized).

The shortcomings of the techniques are recognized. For example tomake comparisons requires identical

intensities and temperatures. Another experimental issue is that when totally unpolarized as with amagnetic

field applied all the samples should give the same ratio between infrared and visible emission as it should only

depend onNV− parameters. However, it is found that there are small differences between samples. The reason is

attributed to a small change of the strength of the infrared emission compared to non-radiative decay as

illustrated by the traces infigure 28(b). Note the variation infigure 28(a) indicates changes due to the different

decay via optical and infra redwhereas the variation infigure 28(b) is due to differences in the infrared and non-

radiative decay. The latter change is almost certainly due to a variation of the infrared oscillator strength as

otherwise it requires the non-radiative transition to becomeweaker with added nitrogen impurities and this is

very improbable. The increasing nitrogen causing a variations of the oscillator strength has intriguing

implications for the 1A1–
1E transition andwill require further investigation. The effect is 30%and although

significant does notmake the approach for determining spin polarization from the infrared emission invalid.

Further investigations aremerited and investigations could also establishwhether there is a correlation between

optical contrast, optical lifetime and the infrared emission.

12.Discussion

12.1. Samples studied

The range of samples studied is limited. This is as a consequence of the samples not being prepared specifically

for this study but rather the study relied on samples available from earlier investigations. The samples of interest

are ones containing a concentration of nitrogen but focus on nitrogen that can act as a donor.Only

substitutional nitrogenN0 act as donors, the impurities that formally define 1b diamonds. Hence, the focus is on

Figure 28. IR detection. (a) Infrared emission offive sampleswith various nitrogen concentrations including ones from20 to
350 ppm. For these latter two samples nitrogen concentrations were obtained fromFTIRmeasurements but the spectra indicated that
there were other impurities. Therefore they are not simple 1b diamond andwere not included in themore extensive experiments.
Excitation involved 10 mW mm−2 at 532 nm. The emission traces are normalized to the 3E–3A2 at 930 nm.Contrast C is the ratio of
unpolarized emission to polarized emission as described in section 3.5. (b)The traces illustrated the change of emissionwith the
application of a 500 gaussmagneticfield and equivalent to figure 8(b) but at room temperature not low temperature. The responses
indicate the loss of population for the 3A2–

3E transition and a gain of the infrared 1A1–
1E transition. The traces are for samples as in (a)

and normalized for loss of visible emission. (For the 350 ppm sample therewas negligible change of emissionwithfield and so could
not be included.)The infrared shows a slight increase (30%) between 20 and 212 ppmwith increase of nitrogen concentration.
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NV in 1b diamondwith only substitutional nitrogen and therewas only the few samples available. Other samples

included impurities that were not clearly identified andmade any interpretation unsatisfactory. Other

impuritiesmay be studied at a later date to establishwhether any newphysics processes become relevant. There

is one exception in that a sample that includedA-centres (two nearest neighbor nitrogen atoms) in addition to

single substitutional nitrogenwas undertaken and reported in the next section 12.5.

12.2. NV- concentration

A concentrations ofNV− centres can affect properties such as spin polarization but this has not been studied in

any detail. No variation ofNV− concentrationwas available for the sampleswith substitutional nitrogen. The

samples studied hadNV− concentrations of only a few ppmvery small compared to nitrogen concentrations of

up to several hundred ppm.The present studies can be considered as investigations ofNV interacting with an

ensemble of nitrogen atoms and not tofirst order ensembles of NV centres. Consistent with this the only aspect

where theNV− concentration is shown to influence the properties is that associatedwith optical linewidth

includedwithin the calculation given infigure 16. The broadeningwith higherNV− is only as a consequence of

higher electric fields than can be obtained from a singleN+ ion.WhenNV− concentrations are high there could

be Förster resonant energy transfer [50] betweenNV− centres and can lead to transfer to a non-emit or non-

polarized centre. This process would certainly reduce emission and spin polarization. There could also be energy

transfer to theN0 centres as has been suggested occurs withNV0
[45], but will bemuch less forNV− compared to

NV0 as the absorption strength ofN0 is less at 637 nm compared to that at 575 nm (see figures 4 and 7). In

addition at highNV− densities spin-spin interaction can average the polarization effects as already studied by

others [51].

A concentrationn ofNV−will necessitate crystals with a density of nitrogen and owing to this bath of

nitrogen theNV− centres in the samplewill have a range of emission strengths and spin polarizations as

indicated in the present studies. Consequently signal strengths will not increase withn and signal-to-noise will

not increase as n . It will require samples with a range ofNV− andN0 to establishwhich of the process

dominate and how signals do varywithNV− concentration.

12.3. Spacial

Another aspect not treated concerns the spacial factor. This can be very important when detection is of a very

small focused spot such asμ3 as shownby Jayakumar et al [52]. Excitation at one location affects the adjacent

environment via diffusion. The situation is avoided in the current study by exciting and detectingmm3 volume

that is relatively large and the effects from the adjacent crystal will be small.Much smaller spot sizes aremore

relevant for applications and there is a need to investigate how the present observations aremodifiedwhen the

diffusion of electrons and holes into and out of the detected volume as in [52] becomes significant.

12.4. Spin polarizationwith other impurities

FromFTIRmeasurements (figure 1) it was established that one sample contained nitrogen-pairs (A-centre) in

addition to substitutional nitrogen (comparefigure 8 in [53]). TheA-centres are generally neutrally charged and

will not act as donors forNV− as the ionization energy is 4 eV. The donors associatedwith theNV− in this

samplewill still be the single-substitutal nitrogen atoms (N0 orC-centres). It is only theN+ ions that can control

the spin polarization andwhen the infrared emission of this sample is comparedwith other samples it suggests a

’nitrogen’ concentration of<100 ppm (not included in figure 28(a)). This is consistent with themeasurement of

theN0
(C-centre) in the FTIR spectrum in figure 1 but there is a large uncertainty due to the overlap of the

A-centre absorption. The assertion is that even in this sample it is the concentration of singly substitutional

nitrogen that determines spin polarization but confirmationwhether this is always the case requires awider

range of samples.

12.5. LinewidthwithA-centre

The presence of theA-centres introduces strain, non-local to theNV− and this is found to give significant

broadening to the electronic transitions in the visible and infrared as shown infigures 29. The broadening from

the 192 ppmA-centres is larger than that associatedwith 212 ppm concentrations of substitutional nitrogenN0

(C-centres). Indeed the broadening associatedwith theN0
(C-centres) is found to be remarkably small as there is

little additional width of the optical transition associatedwith the 212 ppmN0 sample or the 115 ppmN0 sample

compared to that for the 40 ppmN0 sample other than that attributed toN+ Stark broadening. Such an

observation suggests that the inclusion of theN0nitrogen introduces little non-local strain broadening. The best

estimate is obtained from thewidth of themoguls lines where thewidthsmust arise fromnon-local strain. In

the 212 ppmN0 sample themogul widths are 4 cm−1 (the Stark broadening is 24 cm−1) and this contrasts with

40 cm−1 linewidth for the sample incorporating 192 ppmA-centre nitrogen. It is concluded that the A-centre
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introducesmore strain than theN0. This is not what was anticipated as the single nitrogen substitutes for carbon

but undergoes a distortion and the distortion is thought to introduce strain. The normal consideration of strain

as treated by Stoneham [54] is from such defects and the strainfield is over a volumewithin the crystal and affect

many centres. Davies [55, 56] has treated optical linewidths in diamond largely involved natural diamonds

where A-centres would be the predominant nitrogen impurity. It is fromhis analysis that it has been concluded

that nitrogen impurities contributed the dominant broadening of ZPL’s in diamond samples. Thismaybe the

case but it should be clarified as towhich nitrogen impurities introduce themore significant broadening. Ideally

an expanded study of linewidths for all types of impurities would beworthwhile.

12.6.Other color centres

Photo-conversion between charge states of defects in diamond has been reportedmany times and long before

this or our earlier work [20]. The processes are generally linear andmust occur through some type of tunneling

or charge hoping. It would be interesting to investigate whether the specific tunneling phenomenon reported

here associatedwithN+ ions occur in other centres in diamond. For example, there are silicon-vacancy centres

SiV− (ZPL at 738 nm, 1.68 eV) [57, 58] and SiV0
(ZPL at 946 nm, 1.31 eV) [59], A-centre-vacancy centresH2

(NNV− at 989 nm, 1.25 eV) andH3 (NNV0 at 503 nm, 2.46 eV) [56] and vacancy centres GR1 (V0at 741 nm,

1.56 eV) andND1(V0 at 340 nm, 2.37 eV) [20]. These centres exhibit photo-conversion between the charge

states and the extra electron chargemaywell arises from single substitutional nitrogen.Questions arise as to

whether charged ions can become adjacent in these other centres and give Stark broadening as observed here.

12.7. Spin studies

There aremany investigations of the spin properties of theNV− centres including ones associatedwith

ensembles that have relevance to the present optical study. For example Choi et al [51] in investigating the spin

lifetime and decoherence ofNV− have attributed the degrading of the spin properties to interactionwith a

fraction ofNV− centres that are not spin polarized, termed ‘fluctuators’. The non-polarizedNV− centresmay be

related to the optical cycle explained herewhereNV− are formed fromNV0 by tunneling as suchNV− centres

will not be spin polarized. In a separate study of nano-diamonds the spin polarization as indicated by the

magnitude of spin contrast has been correlatedwith optical emission lifetimes [60]. This is a relationshipwhere

preliminarymeasurements have been undertaken here in relation to infrared emission in section 11. Loretz et al

[61] in studying spin transfer forNV− to P1 (N0
) at 51mT in a samplewith 77 ppmnitrogen have observed a low

spin polarization and saturation of the EPR signal atmodest intensities. The authors attribute to the loss of signal

and polarization to tunneling from the photo-excitedNV− to adjacent donors consistent with processes

proposed in this paper.

Figure 29.ZPL of 3A2–
3E optical transition at 637 nm (a) and 1A1–

1E infrared transition at 1042 nm (b) of sample containing
concentration of A-centres (dashed traces) compared to that for 40 ppmN0 sample (solid). Excitation densities of 3 mW mm−2 for
visible emission and 30 mW mm−2 for infrared emission.
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12.8.Optical studies of nano-diamonds

In a study ofNV− in nano-diamonds created from1b diamondsWolters et al [62] observed fast frequency

changes of the 637 nmZPLupon optical excitation and attributed the spectral diffusion to Stark shifts. The

processes are associatedwith the excitation and they rule out two-photon processes. It was notable that the rates

observed changewith excitationwavelength—faster at higher energies. Their observations are consistent with

presentmeasurements. Related to these effects Jamonneau et al [63] reported electric field fluctuation that

contributed to the noise in themeasurement of spin coherence ofNV− in single spin systems. In a very different

experiment Bradac et al [64] and Inam et al [65] have investigated very small nano-diamonds. They observed the

emission of small nano-diamonds can beweak and exhibit blinking. The blinking in their cases aremost likely

related to surface effects as surfaces are amajor concern in small diamonds. However, in very small diamonds

there is the questionwhether it is possible to ever have a small number of closeNV−–N+ pairs that do not emit

and give blinking. One can also speculate that there could be issues with close donors when trying to fabricate

NV− centres very close to the diamond surface as achieved byOfor-Okai el al [66].

13. Conclusions

The conclusions are as follows:

1. The spin polarization that can be attained with NV− centres in 1b diamond is limited by the concentration

of substitutional nitrogen.

• The process that limits the spin polarization is tunneling in theNV− excited state toNV0: linear in optical

excitation.

2. The properties of the separate centres in 1b diamond depend onNV−–N+ separations.

• When the separation is large theNV−–N+ pair centre has properties as reported forNV− single sites.

• When the separation is reduced the emission is weaker and spin polarization is reduced.

• When separation is less than 12A0 the pair centre does not emit and clearly there is no spin polarization.

3.Optical excitation alters theNV−–N+ separations andwith this the properties of the sample.

• Every observation depends on the excitationwavelength.

4. TheN+ donor gives an electric field at theNV− site that causes a Stark shift of the spectral transitions within

theNV− system; optical, infrared and spin.

• The Stark effect in itself is of no particular significance for applications and the details are largely of

academic interest. However, it is the study of the Stark effects that provides the vital insight into the

properties and changing properties of theNV−–N+ pair centre within 1b diamond.

• The vastmajority of the study focuses on the variation of Stark effect on the electronic and spin

transitions. Study involves nitrogen concentrations from320 to 20 ppm. Processes will occur at lower

concentrations but could be harder to prove.

5.No significant attention has been given to nano-diamonds, shallow implants or single sites but the

knowledge of processes not previously consideredmay have implications in this wider area. It has to be

realized that what are termed as ‘NV− single sites’ are in factNV−–N+ pairs where extremely low

concentration nitrogen samples have to be adopted to ensure theN+ are at large distances to avoid the

deteriorating factors illustrated in this work.

6.Most significantly the insight into the properties and processes associated with NV− in 1b diamond will

enable better optimization of samples for applications.
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